
Warp Marble – 12,000 gp 
This item is not unknown to the realms.  They were made by the mages for their own protection 
and use.  The marble is a small (1-inch diameter) sphere of fine crystal, often appearing with a 
rich blue or aquamarine hue, or a precious metal, usually platinum or gold.  It is about 2 ounces in 
weight and always warm to the touch.  Each marble does three distinct actions, triggered by   
uttering a command word: 

1. Uloch- Turns the marble into a trap.  When trapped, the marble can then be flung at an 
enemy.  With a successful ranged attack roll, the enemy is then trapped inside a pocket 
dimension roughly 30' x 30' by 30'.  They are aware of what is going on outside the 
marble but are helpless to act.  This trap lasts a random number of minutes (2d6 minutes 
- rolled by DM) Once the time is up, the enemy then appears just as suddenly as it 
disappeared.  There are no harmful effects, other than the enemy must make a Fort save 
to be able to act the next round.  If the roll fails, the enemy is both flat-footed and unable 
to cast or use weapons.  They can, however, run away.  The marbles can be trapped 
only twice per day. 

2. Iloch- Once uttered, the possessor is him/herself, taken to the same pocket dimension.  
The same effects on the character as on the enemy trapped; they are aware of what is 
going on around them, but are unable to act upon it.  By uttering the command word 
again, they are immediately released and must make a Fort save to act the next round.  
There is no limit on the duration of time the character can be in this dimension.  The 
marble can only be used in this way once per day. 

3. Stoloch- This command word works like a portable hole or bag of holding.  Again, the 
same size space is available.  Weird thing on this, however; items placed in this marble 
take up no physical space, however they weigh only 1/100th the normal weight.  If there 
are items being stored this way, and the marble is trapped and a success roll is made, 
the stored items are deposited in the same spot where the now-trapped enemy used to 
be.  It can be used to store twice per day; once to put the items in, once to take the out.  

If a marble is taken into an extra dimensional space (such as within a portable hole), if it is 
teleported, gated, or transported via dimensional folding or any analogous method, or if it is 
shifted to another plane of existence, any occupant or item contained within the marble is 
immediately expelled into the Astral plane. 
 
 


